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Enabling performance experiences to be designed and delivered in days
not months.

Use these templates for inspiration or as a starting point for your own
system. When you need to automate and scale the process, each
template is ready to go in the Crewmojo platform.

Take a personal tour of Crewmojo.

www.crewmojo.com

https://www.crewmojo.com/demo
https://www.crewmojo.com/


Role:   Designer

Level: Individual Contributor 

Skills & Behaviours  Audience Focus

  Defines Goals

  Curious about Trends

  Collaborative

  Iterative Process

 

 

Credit  Wildbit Good Bad Project 

Designer
This document describes the role by focusing on good and bad behaviours to
clearly indicate what success looks like. It has been open-sourced from the
Wildbit Good Bad Project 

Customer Success Team Member 



Audience Focus

A good designer considers their audience. They keep simple things simple while
enabling users to achieve their goals. They iterate their work to make it simpler
and better. A good designer respects their users’ right to privacy and will fight to
protect it. 

A bad designer ignores the consequences of their work. They focus on short-term
gain rather than the long-term result. 

Designer

Defines Goals

A good designer knows how to define the goals of their project. They think about
the growth of a product when working through a problem. A good designer takes
the time to research and understand the problem they’re trying to solve. They
think of their design and code with a long term and large scale view. A good
designer designs for real life and considers a wide range of context and scenarios.

A bad designer only focuses on the way things look. They put personal
preferences and ego above the user’s needs. A bad designer may get defensive
and can be heard saying, “they just don’t get it.” 

A good designer embraces being a part of a small team and doesn’t get caught up
following in the footsteps of large companies. They are inspired by trends, but not
limited or defined by them. A good designer is a generalist with a broad
knowledge in many fields but with an intense focus on design and front-end
development. A bad designer fails to notice changes in the industry, or blindly
copies processes and technology choices of large industry leaders. 

Curious about Trends



Collaborative

A good designer is open to collaborate with anyone on the team. They work with
the customer success team to understand the needs of customers. They work with
developers to ensure nothing gets lost in translation during implementation. They
keep development limitations in mind, but work with developers to overcome
them if needed. 

A bad designer takes criticism personally. They are dismissive of feedback from
customers or their team because it might be too negative or disrupt their process. 

Iterative Process

A good designer iterates and adapts a design guided by their own standards of
quality and feedback. A bad designer thinks their work is done before they share it
with the team. They make hotfixes instead of solving long-term issues. A good
designer makes sure new UI and code is consistent with the rest of the application.

 A bad designer doesn't test their work against different use cases and states.
They elevate form to the detriment of function. 

Designer



E X P L O R E  M O R E

Building a world-class performance culture is made easy with our template
library and pre-designed employee experiences. 

One-on-one templates
Performance review templates
Role descriptions
Goal templates
Survey templates
Engagement surveys
and more

Templates:
Onboarding new employees
Goal setting & alignment
Growth plans & coaching
Skill tracking & development
Feedback & recognition
Stay interviews
Performance reviews
Exit surveys & interviews
and more

Experiences:

View Templates Book a Demo

https://www.crewmojo.com/performance-management-templates
https://www.crewmojo.com/demo

